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Abstract:Abstract:
Purpose:Purpose: To evaluate the clinical safety & efficacy of riboflavin / UVA induced collagen To evaluate the clinical safety & efficacy of riboflavin / UVA induced collagen 
crosscross--linking prelinking pre--treatment for stabilization of keratoconus followed by surface excimer treatment for stabilization of keratoconus followed by surface excimer 
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PRK procedure:PRK procedure:
••The epithelium was removed using 20% ETOH for 20 secondsThe epithelium was removed using 20% ETOH for 20 seconds

Results:Results:
In all treated eyes, the progression of keratoconus appeared to stabilize. Visual acuity, In all treated eyes, the progression of keratoconus appeared to stabilize. Visual acuity, 
both UCVA (20/400 to 20/50) and BSCVA (20/100 to 20/30) improved drastically. There both UCVA (20/400 to 20/50) and BSCVA (20/100 to 20/30) improved drastically. There 
was a reduction in spherical equivalent of 7 4 D ECC was unchanged Meanwas a reduction in spherical equivalent of 7 4 D ECC was unchanged Meanablation for visual rehabilitation. ablation for visual rehabilitation. 

Methods:Methods: Refraction, UCVA, BSCVA, topography (TP), endothelial cell count (ECC), Refraction, UCVA, BSCVA, topography (TP), endothelial cell count (ECC), 
and pachymetry (PC) were evaluated for 35 (11 to 39) months. and pachymetry (PC) were evaluated for 35 (11 to 39) months. 
Results:Results: 36 eyes with keratoconus were included. In all treated eyes, the progression of 36 eyes with keratoconus were included. In all treated eyes, the progression of 
keratoconus appeared to stabilize and visual acuity improved drastically. keratoconus appeared to stabilize and visual acuity improved drastically. 
Conclusion:Conclusion: Riboflavin / ultraviolet ARiboflavin / ultraviolet A--induced collagen crossinduced collagen cross--linking followed by surface linking followed by surface 
excimer ablation may offer effective visual rehabilitation in keratoconus. Further study is excimer ablation may offer effective visual rehabilitation in keratoconus. Further study is 
necessary to evaluate the duration of effectiveness and to exclude long term side effects.necessary to evaluate the duration of effectiveness and to exclude long term side effects.
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••Limited custom topographyLimited custom topography--guided treatment with Wavelight topoguided treatment with Wavelight topo--guided guided 
software (Allegretosoftware (Allegreto--Wave 400 Hz system)Wave 400 Hz system)
••75% cylinder, some or all sphere, optical zone at least 5mm75% cylinder, some or all sphere, optical zone at least 5mm
••MitomycinMitomycin--C 0.5% for 1 minuteC 0.5% for 1 minute
••Goal to flatten apex of cone and steepen the diametric opposite by flattening the Goal to flatten apex of cone and steepen the diametric opposite by flattening the 
superior peripherysuperior periphery

was a reduction in spherical equivalent of 7.4 D.  ECC was unchanged.  Mean was a reduction in spherical equivalent of 7.4 D.  ECC was unchanged.  Mean 
keratometry changed from 55 to 47.5 D.  Pachymetry decreased from 420 to 390 keratometry changed from 55 to 47.5 D.  Pachymetry decreased from 420 to 390 
microns. microns. 

BSCVA after UVA CCL and then after PRK
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Introduction:Introduction:
The The incidence of keratoconus has been thought to be 1 in 2000 in the general population, incidence of keratoconus has been thought to be 1 in 2000 in the general population, 
with up to 20 percent of the eyes progressing to the extent that penetrating keratoplasty is with up to 20 percent of the eyes progressing to the extent that penetrating keratoplasty is 
indicated. Although penetrating keratoplasty for ectatic corneal disorders is highly indicated. Although penetrating keratoplasty for ectatic corneal disorders is highly 
successful, many eyes require contact lenses to correct the unpredictable topographic successful, many eyes require contact lenses to correct the unpredictable topographic 
changes that are associated with sutures and postchanges that are associated with sutures and post--suture abnormal corneal shapes.  suture abnormal corneal shapes.  
Sometimes the contact lens is not successful.Sometimes the contact lens is not successful.
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In recent years, basic laboratory studies and subsequent clinical studies have suggested In recent years, basic laboratory studies and subsequent clinical studies have suggested 
that by increasing the collagen crossthat by increasing the collagen cross--linking (CCL) of the stromal collagen, one is able to linking (CCL) of the stromal collagen, one is able to 
increase the stiffness (biomechanics?) of the cornea with attendant stabilization of the increase the stiffness (biomechanics?) of the cornea with attendant stabilization of the 
normally progressive corneal disorder. We present cases of  keratoconus that underwent  normally progressive corneal disorder. We present cases of  keratoconus that underwent  
CCL followed by PRK.CCL followed by PRK.

Methods:Methods:
Collagen CrossCollagen Cross--linking Procedure:linking Procedure: Figure 2Figure 2. This is an example of a sequence of topographic maps for both a left . This is an example of a sequence of topographic maps for both a left 

Discussion:Discussion:
••The technique of collagen crossThe technique of collagen cross--linking by a photosensitizer in rabbit and porcine eyes linking by a photosensitizer in rabbit and porcine eyes 
have demonstrated an approximate increase in corneal rigidity by 70%. A clinical study have demonstrated an approximate increase in corneal rigidity by 70%. A clinical study 
of 22 cases by Wollensak showed stabilization of keratoconus with a 4 year followof 22 cases by Wollensak showed stabilization of keratoconus with a 4 year follow--up. up. 
In that study, there was a 70 % mean keratometry regression of 2 D at the corneal In that study, there was a 70 % mean keratometry regression of 2 D at the corneal 
plane and a regression of 1 14 D of the manifest spherical equivalent refractive errorplane and a regression of 1 14 D of the manifest spherical equivalent refractive error
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••A KeracureA Keracuretmtm prototype device was used (Priavision, Menlo Park, CA). prototype device was used (Priavision, Menlo Park, CA). 
••The epithelium was removed using 20% ETOH for 20 seconds. The epithelium was removed using 20% ETOH for 20 seconds. 
••PrePre--treatment with 0.1% riboflavin ophthalmic solution every 2 minutes for 30 min.treatment with 0.1% riboflavin ophthalmic solution every 2 minutes for 30 min.
••Riboflavin used to facilitate collagen cross linking (CLL) while protecting the iris, Riboflavin used to facilitate collagen cross linking (CLL) while protecting the iris, 
crystalline lens, and retina. crystalline lens, and retina. 
••Ultraviolet light of 370 nm wavelength and 3 mW/cmUltraviolet light of 370 nm wavelength and 3 mW/cm22 radiance was projected onto the radiance was projected onto the 
corneal surface at a distance of 2 cm for 30 minutes. corneal surface at a distance of 2 cm for 30 minutes. 
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treated eye and a right untreated eye. The topographies 1A through 1F treated eye and a right untreated eye. The topographies 1A through 1F 
demonstrate the “storyline” through our treatment to the OS.  The topographies demonstrate the “storyline” through our treatment to the OS.  The topographies 
1G and 1H demonstrate deterioration of the fellow untreated OD at the beginning 1G and 1H demonstrate deterioration of the fellow untreated OD at the beginning 
and at the end of our treatment to the OS.and at the end of our treatment to the OS.
••Topography 1 ATopography 1 A: Pre: Pre--treatment topography of the left eye.treatment topography of the left eye.
••Topography 1 BTopography 1 B:  Left, treated eye 12 months following UVA CCL. :  Left, treated eye 12 months following UVA CCL. 
This image serves also as the preThis image serves also as the pre--PRK topography for the same eye.PRK topography for the same eye.
••Topography 1CTopography 1C: Difference of the initial topography for the OS (1A) minus the : Difference of the initial topography for the OS (1A) minus the 
1212 month postmonth post UVA CCL treatment topography of the same eye (1B) It appearsUVA CCL treatment topography of the same eye (1B) It appears

plane and a regression of 1.14 D of the manifest spherical equivalent refractive error. plane and a regression of 1.14 D of the manifest spherical equivalent refractive error. 
••We present 36 eyes with keratoconus that underwent CCL and subsequent PRK with We present 36 eyes with keratoconus that underwent CCL and subsequent PRK with 
an excellent and stable outcome for 35 (11an excellent and stable outcome for 35 (11--39) months.39) months. The first step of our treatment The first step of our treatment 
was employed to stabilize the keratoconus. The PRK was attempted to improve the was employed to stabilize the keratoconus. The PRK was attempted to improve the 
post CCL refractive error with a goal of normalization of the cornea and improvement of post CCL refractive error with a goal of normalization of the cornea and improvement of 
BSCVA, not emmetropia.BSCVA, not emmetropia.
••The CCL procedure employed the use of the riboflavin solution over the deThe CCL procedure employed the use of the riboflavin solution over the de--
epithelialized cornea in order to protect the crystalline lens, endothelium, and possibly epithelialized cornea in order to protect the crystalline lens, endothelium, and possibly 
the retina from UVA radiance, and secondly, to enhance UVA absorption in the anterior the retina from UVA radiance, and secondly, to enhance UVA absorption in the anterior 

ff ff••Riboflavin gtts were instilled every 2 minutes during the 30 minutes.Riboflavin gtts were instilled every 2 minutes during the 30 minutes. 1212--month postmonth post--UVA CCL treatment topography of the same eye (1B). It appears UVA CCL treatment topography of the same eye (1B). It appears 
that the collagen crossthat the collagen cross--linking effect resulted in some cone flattening linking effect resulted in some cone flattening 
demonstrated by this comparison topography.demonstrated by this comparison topography.
••Topography 1 DTopography 1 D: The topography: The topography--guided PRK treatment plan. It resembles a guided PRK treatment plan. It resembles a 
part myopic and part hyperopic treatment blended together. By combining the part myopic and part hyperopic treatment blended together. By combining the 
flattening on the cone apex with steepening of the rest of the central cornea, very flattening on the cone apex with steepening of the rest of the central cornea, very 
little stroma tissue is removed from the cone apex area in relation to the little stroma tissue is removed from the cone apex area in relation to the 
normalization achieved. normalization achieved. 
••Topography 1ETopography 1E: Left eye 18 months following topography: Left eye 18 months following topography--guided PRK. There is guided PRK. There is 

stroma and facilitate the crossstroma and facilitate the cross--linking process.  We then subsequently performed a  linking process.  We then subsequently performed a  
topographictopographic--guided PRK procedure in hopes of prolonging the need for a corneal guided PRK procedure in hopes of prolonging the need for a corneal 
transplant. transplant. 
••The resultant corneal stabilization, followed by full visual rehabilitation, leads us to The resultant corneal stabilization, followed by full visual rehabilitation, leads us to 
believe that this combined approach may have wider applications and may become a believe that this combined approach may have wider applications and may become a 
temporizing alternative to cornea transplantation. temporizing alternative to cornea transplantation. 
••Laser treatment must be applied with caution to a more rigid cornea as it may have a Laser treatment must be applied with caution to a more rigid cornea as it may have a 
different ablation rate. Most treatment delivered more than planned.different ablation rate. Most treatment delivered more than planned.
••Larger, comparative studies establishing the safety and efficacy of this treatment andLarger, comparative studies establishing the safety and efficacy of this treatment and
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no topographic evidence of keratoconus progression 18 months following the no topographic evidence of keratoconus progression 18 months following the 
topographytopography--guided PRK and a total of 30 months of the stabilizing UVA CCL guided PRK and a total of 30 months of the stabilizing UVA CCL 
treatment in the same eye.treatment in the same eye.
••Topography 1FTopography 1F: Difference between topography 1B minus topography 1E of the : Difference between topography 1B minus topography 1E of the 
left treated eye. It represents the difference of the topography prior and 18 left treated eye. It represents the difference of the topography prior and 18 
months following PRK.months following PRK.

Larger, comparative studies establishing the safety and efficacy of this treatment and Larger, comparative studies establishing the safety and efficacy of this treatment and 
longer follow up is obviously necessary in order to further validate these results and longer follow up is obviously necessary in order to further validate these results and 
potentially make this treatment available for ectatic corneal disorderspotentially make this treatment available for ectatic corneal disorders
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